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Every year there’s always that one person on your list that you can’t come up with a gift for. Maybe they’re the type that already owns

everything, or maybe they’re just picky. We have something for everyone this Christmas here at Kinderma. Our lotion isn’t just for girly girls who

want a gift basket of soaps and bath �zzies, and our hand wash isn’t just for dad’s tool kit. Our product line is small, but our reach is wide. Check

out these gift suggestions below. There’s still plenty of time (even for you gift procrastinators!)

 

For the mechanic: Hand Kind Scrub �ts perfectly in a stocking! They’ll love the citrus scent and soft state it leaves your skin after washing away

a day’s work. They’ll also appreciate the unique stocking stuffer that they’ve never gotten before.

 

For the teacher: Giving a tube of DERMA RESCUE is like saying THANK YOU! Teachers do a lot for us, and deserve a reminder that we

appreciate their hard work. Nothing shows that appreciation quite like the gift that keeps giving every time you use it.
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For your parents: You may be 10, or �ve times that age. Regardless, you can’t go wrong with making up a nice bathroom basket for your parents.

All you need is a nice loofa, a few candles and hand towels, and a bottle of Hand Kind Revo. It’s the best body wash that money can buy,

especially in the cold winter months that follow Christmas.

 

For the in-law with a newborn: Nothing is quite like the moment when you walk around the corner to �nd your toddler with sharpie all over their

face and hands. It’s something that almost every new parent will go through, almost like a rite of passage. Hand Kind SCRUB is a great gift for a

new parent, because when this moment comes, it’s the most effective way to clean up the mess without irritating a child’s sensitive skin.

 

For the person with everything: You know the type. The person that goes out and buys something the second they realize they need it; it’s

impossible to shop for them when they have no needs right? Not anymore thanks to us! Kinderma isn’t sold in big box stores, so this person

likely doesn’t have any of our products. Give them something new, and give DERMA RESCUE.

 

For the artist: Artists always appreciate local made goods. Don’t give them another notebook and pen, and instead give them a Kinderma gift

card! All of our products are made here in America, and we’re a small business from a little town in Connecticut, that we know any small artist

would appreciate supporting.

 



Shop NOW

DERMA RESCUE (https://kinderma.com/product/derma-rescue/)

$44.95

Hand Kind REVO (https://kinderma.com/product/hand-kind-revo-16-oz/)

$12.95

For the of�ce: we sell some of our products in cases of 12, which makes for the perfect corporate gift plan! Give your whole of�ce Hand Kind

REVO and give the gift of soft skin all winter long to all of your coworkers. Be the of�ce hero!
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